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ABOUT THIS SUMMARY
The mee&ngs in China were part of the Atlan&c Council’s ongoing endeavor to establish forums, enable 
discussions about opportuni&es and challenges of modern technologies, and evaluate their implica&ons for 
society as well as interna&onal rela&ons — efforts that are championed by the newly established GeoTech 
Center. Prior to its forma&on and to help lay the groundwork for the launch of the Center in March 2020, the 
Atlan&c Council’s Foresight, Strategy, and Risks Ini8a8ve was awarded a Rockefeller Founda8on grant to 
evaluate China’s role as a global ci&zen and the country’s use of AI as a development tool. The work that the 
grant commissioned the Atlan&c Council to do focused on data and AI efforts by China around the world, 
included the publica&on of reports, and the organiza&on of conferences in Europe, China, Africa, and India. At 
these gatherings, interna&onal par&cipants evaluate how AI and the collec&on of data will influence their 
socie&es, and how countries can successfully collaborate on emerging technologies, while puIng a special 
emphasis on the People’s Republic in an ever-changing world. Mee&ngs in Africa and India are scheduled to 
take place later this year and summaries of the roundtables in Paris, Brussels, and Berlin have been published. 

THE ATLANTIC COUNCIL GEOTECH CENTER
Produces events, pioneers efforts, and promotes educa&onal ac&vi&es on the Future of Work, Data, Trust, 
Space, and Health to inform leaders across sectors. We do this by: 

• Iden&fying public and private sector choices affec&ng the use of new technologies and data that 
explicitly benefit people, prosperity, and peace.  

• Recommending posi&ve paths forward to help markets and socie&es adapt in light of technology- and 
data-induced changes.  

• Determining priori&es for future investment and coopera&on between public and private sector 
en&&es seeking to develop new technologies and data ini&a&ves specifically for global benefit. 

CHAMPIONING POSITIVE PATHS FORWARD THAT NATIONS, ECONOMIES, AND SOCIETIES CAN PURSUE  
TO ENSURE NEW TECHNOLOGIES AND DATA EMPOWER PEOPLE, PROSPERITY, AND PEACE 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Artificial Intelligence will most likely influence every aspect of modern life and 
decision makers are under pressure to prepare for a new world in the digital age. In order to establish forums, 
enable discussions about opportuni&es and challenges of modern technologies, and evaluate their 
implica&ons for society as well as interna&onal rela&ons, the Atlan&c Council's Foresight, Strategy, and Risks 
Ini&a&ve was awarded a Rockefeller Founda&on grant that helped lay the groundwork for a new GeoTech 
Center at the Council. The tasks at hand are the publica&on of reports and the organiza&on of conferences in 
Europe, China, Africa, and India. At these gatherings, interna&onal par&cipants evaluate how AI will influence 
their socie&es and how countries can successfully collaborate on emerging technologies, while puIng a 
special emphasis on China, the country's use of AI as a development tool, and its role as a global ci&zen in an 
ever changing world. 

AXer the successful comple&on of mee&ngs in Paris, Brussels, and Berlin, a delega&on from the Atlan&c 
Council went to China in early January 2020 to discuss aspects of the following ques&ons: "What are China's 
views on the role of AI and other emerging technologies in societal and economic development, inside the 
People’s Republic and within other countries?"; "How do Chinese leader envisage using AI and related 
technologies to transform their society?"; "Can China, the US, and Europe find common ground in a world 
where AI and other emerging technologies are shaping global rela&ons?"; and finally, "Will a more 
economically and technological compe&&ve China be a be_er global ci&zen?“  

Two roundtables in Beijing and a third one in Shanghai brought together leaders from government, civil 
society, academia, and think tanks. In order to ensure freer exchanges, all discussions were held under strict 
Chatham House Rules. That is why the subsequent summaries cover key ideas, trends, and policy 
recommenda&ons, however, they do not make specific a_ribu&ons. 

ROUNDTABLE I IN BEIJING
The first roundtable in Beijing featured speakers from China’s na&onal security as well as government related 
think tank community. According to them, the People’s Republic (PRC) puts great emphasis and importance on 
the development of AI and other emerging technologies, as they are regarded as new ways for increasing 
produc&vity. For China, emerging technologies serve as a cornerstone for further economic development, 
taking into considera&on that the digital economy accounts already for 1/3 of the country’s GDP today. 

 Hopes are that modern technologies can help increase living standards, smarten the produc&on industry, and 
transform the agricultural sector as well as the finance industry. With that in mind, Chinese par&cipants 
highlighted that the PRC is already in the process of rapidly digitalizing its economy, and decision makers know 
about the importance of developing the next genera&on of digital infrastructure. 
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SOCIETAL CHALLENGES AND FATALISM
While many in the United States look at the emergence of modern technologies with concern, worrying about 
economic disrup&ons, it was remarkable to hear that China seems to emphasize more the opportuni&es that 
come with ar&ficial intelligence. One par&cipant used online shopping as an example — its rise might be 
responsible for the closure of local shops, but also developed a lot of new jobs in the delivery business. He 
thought that the development of modern technologies is inevitable, anyway, so the task of governments is to 
steer and guide such progress, "so that it moves into the right direc&on." There was a general no&on that 
China has already seen many economic disrup&ons, but has always been able to adopt successfully, given the 
governments mission and ability to create millions of jobs each year. Today, policy makers are changing the 
educa&on system, beginning with primary schooling to be_er prepare students for a future technological 
world. Chinese par&cipants admi_ed that compared with the United States, the PRC s&ll lags in terms of 
needed skill levels and innova&ve capaci&es. Many saw China’s strength rather in AI applica&ons, not as much 
in "theore&cal innova&on," which they thought was the US’s strong suit. One Chinese par&cipant stated that 
"&ll now, we have been far behind when it comes to human talent. Look at the tech giants here in China: all of 
their important employees or even CEOs came back from the United States aXer receiving their educa&on 
abroad. China’s strength lies in the applica&on of modern technologies, such as AliPay, and the respec&ve 
pulling factors. Modern technologies might disrupt jobs here, too, but they will first and foremost increase 
produc&vity and guarantee social progress." 

POTENTIAL FOR COOPERATION
Coopera&on with the US and other foreign countries was, of course, important to China’s economic 
development. It was said that "the most successful papers on AI oXen come from interna&onal research 
collabora&ons, par&cularly between the United States and Chinese academics. The PRC’s eight AI principles, 
for example, emphasize coopera&on, sharing knowledge, and reliance on open source methods." The following 
discussion about poten&al coopera&on on the interna&onal stage kicked off with an acknowledgement of the 
recent issuance of guidelines by the United States, the European Union, and China — regula&ons for respec&ve 
authori&es on how to govern the development of ar&ficial intelligence. There was general agreement that last 
year’s G20 mee&ng was a big milestone in this regard, as it facilitated the agreement on five guiding principles 
regarding AI. Chinese par&cipants highlighted that despite current bilateral tensions, there are indeed shared 
views between the US and China that could enable coopera&on: both governments put emphasis on talent, 
research, and a fair applica&on of ar&ficial intelligence. However, speakers also highlighted respec&ve 
differences: "While China seems to take a micro approach, the US uses a macro approach when it comes to 
modern technologies." Furthermore, China focuses more on agriculture and finance, while the US, in their 
mind, puts its emphasis on healthcare and educa&on. Many Chinese speakers expressed their surprise and 
discomfort with the US seeing China primarily as a rival. The general no&on on their side was, "yes, it is 
important to recognize differences, but the focus should be on finding opportuni&es for common ground."  
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Speakers thought that both governments could do joint investments in digital infrastructure that have global 
impact or develop poli&cal guidelines for the use of AI in order to ensure be_er applica&ons for the people. "It 
will be difficult to cooperate on [AI] security, but we have a responsibility to preserve a strategic balance in this 
regard", one par&cipant explained. Many of the Chinese speakers were worried that the United States is 
closing itself to China and asked numerous ques&ons of the American delega&on about the poli&cal winds in 
the US. "The current American government seems to think that China is a threat. Protec&onism might come 
with short term poli&cal benefits, but will hurt both countries in the long term. An open approach will be the 
most successful way forward. AI and other modern technologies rely on the open source community. Those in 
the tech world don’t think like the people in the poli&cal realm. They s&ll emphasize coopera&on, instead of 
protec&onism. Let us therefore overcome the na&onalist tendencies of poli&cs." Another Chinese par&cipant 
interjected: "Recent developments of US-China rela&ons are a great concern for me. Star&ng last year, some 
people speak of a new Cold War on tech. The same people are now advoca&ng for economic decoupling 
between the two countries. So I am happy to see this discussion’s emphasis on coopera&on, but I am really 
worried about the future given the current poli&cal climate." 

REVERSING THE TREND TOWARDS DECOUPLING
Atlan&c Council par&cipants asked what the Chinese side thought would be good joint projects that could 
reverse the current trends away from coopera&on. One Chinese par&cipant suggested jointly working on 
protec&ng the core global cyber infrastructure. "The internet is universal, everybody is using it — and so is 
ar&ficial intelligence." Another one thought that because AI and other modern technologies have already been 
applied to military units, a solely civilian regulatory approach would be "almost impossible" at this stage. 
Rather, arms control mechanisms should serve as models for technological coopera&on.  

Several par&cipants indicated that the Chinese organiza&ons they represented had coopera&on agreements 
with mul&ple interna&onal and American organiza&ons, for example, US think tanks, Harvard’s Belfer Center, 
or semi-government en&&es. In recent years, that coopera&on had focused on emerging technologies with AI 
guidelines being at the center of a_en&on. One Chinese speaker indicated that he agrees whole-heartedly that 
interna&onal guidelines should be developed, in order to assure that AI and modern technologies serve as a 
source for good. "Ar&ficial intelligence, encryp&on, and decryp&on techniques may advance offensive as well 
as defensive capaci&es, and modern technologies will have significant effects on society, given the emergence 
of deep fakes. Examples like this illustrate the dire need to develop good governance for the regula&on of 
ar&ficial intelligence." He emphasized that for the successful development of such guidelines, it is not just 
policy people that are needed, but tech experts, too.  

"Given public percep&on as well as the chao&c state of cyber governance, the road forward for regula&on, 
however, will be very difficult." Another head of a Chinese think tank that par&cipated in the discussion 
emphasized the necessity of communica&on, which, according to him, is the only way to foster collabora&on. 
"Dialogue of civil organiza&ons can enable government coopera&on in the long run. Together, think tanks in 
United States and China can bring a wide range of military, government, and technological experts to the table 
and facilitate coopera&on."  
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More concrete was the proposal of a Chinese professor who said that her "research teams have developed 
ideas that could combine the mul&-stakeholder and mul&lateral approach. They don’t necessarily need to be 
mutually exclusive. It’s key not to assume that it is a single en&ty that governs AI or modern technologies, but 
supervision is dependent on the level and importance. Think tanks can play an essen&al role, because the 
emergence of modern technologies has already surpassed the government capacity of authori&es and 
interna&onal en&&es anyway. Technologies develop faster than respec&ve regula&ons."   

WORRY ABOUT POLITICAL FACTORS UNDERMINING STABILITY
Despite emphasizing the need for coopera&on, Chinese par&cipants were well aware that current poli&cal 
forces are not in favor of collabora&on, as evidenced by the difficult trade talks. The Chinese do not want 
economic decoupling to happen, though many were worried that such poli&cal tendencies are here to stay. 
Chinese par&cipants asked about poten&al &me frames and highlighted that even if there’s poli&cal will, there 
are also technical obstacles for coopera&on as the lack of a shared defini&on of AI exemplifies. In answer to a 
ques&on from a US par&cipant about ways to ensure strategic stability, a Chinese speaker said that "the major 
powers have indeed the responsibility for strategic stability. The United States, China, Russia, and the EU must 
ensure that modern weapon systems, emerging technologies, and ar&ficial intelligence do not lead to mutual 
destruc&on, but enable coopera&on in the world. A very prac&cal approach would be the United Na&ons 
Group of Governmental Experts on Informa&on Security (UNGGE), where not only state actors can put up 
proposals, but also think tanks or other civil en&&es.“ Others were more pessimis&c: "AI as a new technology is 
producing far reaching implica&ons for socie&es and na&ons around the world. In fact, it might be the playing 
field for new interna&onal compe&&on. Different socie&es have diverging approaches on how to regulate. 
China, which is s&ll a developing country, focuses on the prac&cal approaches of AI for society and people’s 
everyday life. Even though we recognize the interna&onal dimension of emerging technologies, we don’t 
overes&mate its compe&&ve nature. China wants a peaceful rise and is most worried about decoupling." 
However, and that was one of the most important points of the mee&ng, it was stated that some see 
decoupling as an economic opportunity for China. According to them, "decoupling will point up China’s 
weaknesses and need for urgent remedial ac&ons." The same par&cipant con&nued by saying that "AI’s impact 
on interna&onal rela&ons is significant as it can lower the threshold of using force. I am pessimis&c about the 
future. The increasing human dependency on modern technologies makes us more vulnerable, and tradi&onal 
means of coopera&on are no longer sufficient as modern technologies are a completely new area. Tradi&onal 
regulatory approaches focused on defining, iden&fying, and organizing, for example, the use of missiles. Such 
an approach is no longer useful, given the different nature of modern technologies.“ 

The roundtable concluded by par&cipants agreeing that there is significant risk of non-coopera&on. Without 
regula&on, the development and use of emerging technologies might spiral out of control. Some suggested 
that countries should refrain from using AI in military aspects un&l interna&onal guidelines on AI’s military uses 
are developed. Only ac&ve communica&on and nego&a&ons can build needed trust among countries, the 
United States and China in par&cular. Trust that is essen&al for a successful coopera&on on emerging 
technologies. 
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ROUNDTABLE II IN BEIJING
The second roundtable in Beijing was hosted by an independent think tank. However, the panel contained 
experts closely linked to the PRC’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs, many with a background and experience in arms 
control. Our host explained that his think tank has extensive experience in organizing and partnering on 
conferences about disarmament and arms control, but increasingly expands its efforts to discuss digital 
ques&ons. His introduc&on listed some of the major difficul&es, when dealing with AI: 1) What norms and 
principles do we want to see agreed upon at the interna&onal level? 2) What moral guidelines should be set? 
3) What are the military implica&ons of ar&ficial intelligence? 4) What are peaceful uses of AI? 5) How can we 
emphasize the good elements of modern technologies, instead of being overwhelmed by the bad ones? Even 
though there might be expert-level proposals on these ques&ons out there, there’s no agreement at the 
interna&onal policy level yet. According to him, it is therefore important to keep the poli&cal dimension in 
mind, because AI will significantly impact bilateral as well as mul&lateral rela&ons of the future. 

SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC IMPACTS FROM ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
While everyone agreed that the technology revolu&on started in the United States, Chinese experts that were 
present at the roundtable thought that their country had been able to catch up "pre_y quickly." While a 
genera&onal divide remains, the Chinese government has tried to push modern technologies in order to 
improve people’s lives, according to par&cipants. "China is very good at AI applica&on, less so at innova&on." It 
became clear that modern technologies gained significant importance over the last couple of years, but the 
ques&on of how a real AI "breakthrough" would look like remains. Would it be a &pping point when robots 
become too smart, superseding human capabili&es? Or is this a scenario s&ll too far away and unrealis&c?  

Generally speaking, Chinese par&cipants thought that we should be cau&ous when it comes to the hype 
surrounding ar&ficial intelligence. According to them, AI is s&ll weak and not yet used widely in society. 
However, one of the discussants thought that AI is going to have similar effects that the internet had, crea&ng 
huge markets and disrup&ng society. He con&nued by saying that taking different cultural heritages into 
considera&on will be important when it comes to AI applica&ons.  

Increasing unemployment and inequality are concerns for China, too, and poli&cians need to address them. 
One par&cipant suggested it might be necessary to revisit socialist elements that could counter capitalist 
no&ons of increasing efficiency and maximizing profit. "Every year, the Chinese government needs to create 16 
million new jobs already. This endeavor is going to be even more cri&cal, once social implica&ons of AI start to 
occur." 

IMPLICATIONS OF AI FOR INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
When the discussion came to interna&onal poli&cs, Chinese roundtable par&cipants thought that the United 
States misinterprets Chinese goals significantly. "The PRC never said that it wants to be number one with 
regard to ar&ficial intelligence — it only wants to be among the leading group." Subsequently, decoupling is, 
according to them, a "really stupid policy." When economies are decoupled, the condi&ons won’t be right for 
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the rapid development of AI and other modern technologies. "Decoupling will stop science and progress. Do 
decision makers in the United States really want to see a fragmenta&on of the internet?" Par&cipants voiced 
incredulity as to why the US wants to decouple. Such a policy will hurt everybody, although par&cipants 
thought that China maybe suffers more. 

According to Chinese speakers, the PRC will con&nue to try to engage. If poli&cal tensions remain, track two- or 
one-and-a-half-diplomacy should replace government-to-government consulta&ons. Par&cipants further 
thought that China is in the posi&on to make more concessions on market-opening in order to prevent a 
further deteriora&on of the Sino-US rela&onship. "The United States should be more confident, when it comes 
to innova&on, and decision makers should stop thinking about a new Cold War. We all are living in a world of 
advancing globaliza&on. If China and US cooperate, it will be beneficial for the two countries and the world. AI 
winter is coming, but we don’t know where it will get cold first." For the benefit of humankind, par&cipants 
highlighted the need for coopera&on, especially between China and the US.  

IMPACT OF AI ON GLOBAL STABILITY
Non-coopera&on, on the other hand, could lead to fatal consequences, as militaries are already developing 
robo&c systems and drones. For China, the use of AI in the military sense is s&ll very limited, according to 
several Chinese par&cipants. "We are s&ll thinking through how AI will change military strategy." Furthermore, 
the PRC seems to be very concerned about puIng technologies in the wrong hands. Drones, for example, can 
be widely used in a variety of civilian fields, but Chinese authori&es favor more control, rather than less and, in 
this sense, do not want markets to determine the parameters. According to Chinese experts, the main 
challenge of modern technologies is seIng reliable limita&ons. One speaker worried "what happens when 
robots start to make decisions by themselves?"  

Chinese par&cipants furthermore disputed US interpreta&ons of Chinese goals to use AI in order to obtain a 
military advantage over the United States. "With regard to the word 'strategy', its transla&on and US 
interpreta&on is wrong. The PRC doesn’t mean strategic advantage, but rather global stability." Chinese experts 
were empha&c that confidence-building mechanisms are very important, although they admi_ed an arms 
control effort on AI would be difficult, given the perceived need for secrecy about one’s capabili&es by both, 
the United States and China. 

ROUNDTABLE III IN SHANGHAI
The third roundtable, held in Shanghai, featured academics from local universi&es, although some of them 
work closely with the Chinese government, including law enforcement en&&es. Conversa&ons started with 
emphasizing the "black box" nature of ar&ficial intelligence. "In tradi&onal AI, people know why the machine 
reaches a certain judgement, while in modern AI, we don’t always understand how programs reach their 
conclusions," one Chinese academic explained. Unlike in the other roundtables, academics drew a_en&on to 
the nega&ve aspects of ar&ficial intelligence as well as its uses in protec&ng and controlling society. "We 
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shouldn’t just develop AI and sacrifice human intelligence on the way." Roundtable par&cipants highlighted the 
importance of a common defini&on of ar&ficial intelligence, if the US and China were to cooperate on its uses. 
Another of the Chinese academics weighed in and said that AI is a very complex issue, given its wide-ranging 
field. Considera&ons that make it a very difficult endeavor to find a common defini&on. "Most of my colleagues 
and students don’t really understand how to approach the subject ma_er. Maybe we need to cut down the 
scope of the defini&on and focus on what is sensi&ve, and what is not sensi&ve instead, allowing China and the 
US to strike agreements in some uncontroversial areas." 

HUMANITY SHOULD NOT BE A PRISONER OF AI
Some of the discussants focused on the usefulness of AI for policymaking. "Human intelligence remains 
important, but ar&ficial intelligence can help improve ra&onal decision making," one academic argued. He also 
noted that "data is not really an issue anymore, because it has become a lot more available." With this, AI is 
seen by some as even being able to predict future events, although challenges to such prac&ces remain. "We 
used to rely on informa&on from the intelligence community and experts etc., but now that AI can learn from 
bigger pools of data", there is a tempta&on to use it to ignore qualita&ve judgment and just use Big Data to 
forecast the future. The same person ques&oned the assump&on that learning from history enables us to 
predict the future. "Big Data s&ll has dark spots where it is hard to find real pa_erns." Too heavy of a reliance 
on AI could lead to false conclusions due to human bias, which he worried about. "Believing in pa_erns may 
create a dangerous self-fulfilling prophecy. As humans, however, we should have the ability to start anew and 
break with pa_erns — thereby genera&ng a source of innova&on." Par&cipants agreed that AI might make that 
harder, given its reliance on learning from past data. "Do we really want to live in a post-human world? I 
believe building human confidence is key for success," the academic concluded. Other voices at the mee&ng 
thought that the "collec&on of Big Data always undermines democracy." One academic con&nued to say that 
"in the United States, there is at least a democracy that can be undermined. The internet is leading to the 
ex&nc&on of local languages, cultures, and sub-groups in China, with the emphasis by Big Data on 
extrapola&ng common pa_erns across all society. Such 'mainstreaming' might have more nega&ve effects in 
China than in the US." 

LARGE-SCALE SOCIAL DISRUPTIONS LEADING BACK TO THE IDEAS OF COMMUNISM
Much more than our Beijing interlocutors, the Shanghai academics thought that both the United States and 
China should prepare for a "post-work society", even though there was disagreement on what that actually 
meant. What will happen with, what one par&cipant termed, the "useless class" — those who will see their 
jobs eliminated and cannot find employment anymore? Other Chinese par&cipants suggested that socialist 
ideas might need to be revisited in a completely automated society. "Universal basic income or similar 
measures might be the right way forward to solve emerging social problems with modern technologies." 
Facing such a future world, discussants agreed that there’s an absolute necessity to work together, tackling the 
nega&ve ramifica&ons of a "non-work" or even a "post-human world." 
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SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES BETWEEN US AND CHINA
In China "not all data is equal," another par&cipant said. There’s "open data," which is publicly available and 
"secret data," mostly collected by the government. "So, the privacy ques&on is defined by the different nature 
of data in China." Privacy, understood in the US sense, is really not applicable to the PRC, given the fact that 
data is already collected everywhere. "I do not think that AI will take over the world, though it can help to 
make decision-making smarter. Modern technologies will not change the status quo of power poli&cs, 
however, they might improve decision-makers’ abili&es to develop smart policy." The same academic 
concluded by explaining that in the West, AI might be trained by millions of users, while in China, it already is 
trained when applied. Many were worried about the use of modern technologies for bad purposes, such as 
assassina&ons, killings, etc. as well as its implica&ons for interna&onal poli&cs: "If you listen to Peter Navarro, 
he thinks every AI program being developed in China is ul&mately aiming to undermine US dominance, but 
that’s wrong. We could and should use modern technologies to improve interna&onal, as well as bilateral 
rela&ons, fostering more collabora&ve approaches on economic and security ques&ons." There was no 
disagreement among par&cipants that new technologies have always changed socie&es. And so will AI, which 
exemplifies the importance of coopera&ng and finding common solu&ons on the interna&onal level. One 
Chinese academic cited the recent US call for Chinese coopera&on on Afghanistan. "Such regional coopera&on 
can serve as an example and need to be expended to the tech realm." Another cited the problems resul&ng 
from differing meanings of "military" in China and the United States. According to him, working with the 
military in China is more widespread than in the United States. "Chinese civilian medical researchers normally 
work with the military. But because of their collabora&on, their counterparts in the US always have a hard &me 
partnering with them."  

The discussants recognized that intellectual property theX is indeed a serious issue for the United States, but 
medical research, whether within military or civilian facili&es, should not be considered sensi&ve by Western 
authori&es, some suggested. "Cancer research, for example, is a human endeavor and should not be impeded 
by global power compe&&on [between US and China]." One Chinese par&cipant thought it might be best to 
ini&ally base the Sino-US coopera&on on civilian aspects of modern technologies and avoid the more military 
uses. "Military arms control for China is very sensi&ve and poli&cally driven, which will make the en&re process 
extremely difficult." Another academic said that it was important to recognize Europe’s role. "Its policymakers 
developed a strong sense for privacy protec&on, while China and the US both lag behind in that area." 
Coopera&on on AI should therefore always be triangular. Addi&onally, he thought it is wise not to start with the 
most difficult issue. "Internet security is one area of poten&al coopera&on. The internet does not know any 
boarders, so regula&ons shouldn’t either." 

AI AND TERRORISM
According to the academic with law enforcement exper&se and experience, "being truly unknown to 
authori&es has basically become an impossibility in China. For that reason, it’s easier for the state to fight 'lone 
wolves.'" And while security forces in the past oXen relied on human intelligence, they can now use big data to 
locate, contain, and poten&ally fight "terrorists." Counterterrorism efforts in China therefore have become 
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more efficient, according to the same speaker. "Trends that are supported by the fact that the Chinese public 
feels more comfortable with AI and other surveillance methods than people in other countries." Allegedly, 
China has learned a lot from Western countries when it comes to security and policing. Facing a common 
enemy oXen unites forces and successful collabora&on has occurred on a variety of levels, for example at the 
UN, other mul&lateral bodies, and on a bilateral basis.  

Broadly speaking, Chinese par&cipants highlighted that big events have always been an opportunity for 
coopera&on. "When China worked together with other countries to secure the 2008 Olympics, the country 
looked outside and followed interna&onal standards." While such sport events present a wonderful 
opportunity for security coopera&on, they also pose a significant challenge, given the poten&al for an 
interna&onal crisis to develop over a security incident. "Terrorism remains a big threat, in China, too — 
par&cularly when terrorists hold legal passports, join terrorist organiza&ons, and then return to their home 
countries. OXen, there are warnings, but not sufficient evidence. So what do you do? You can’t really arrest 
them without proof." It was said that with regards to surveillance mechanisms, facial recogni&on is used most 
by Chinese authori&es. However, guaranteeing security and stability is oXen a ma_er of using different 
technologies that can create an holis&c picture of a human, in case all the different data are amalgamated. 

CONTROVERSIAL DISCUSSION ABOUT XINJIANG
Subsequent discussions of what is happening in Xinjiang sparked significant differences between Chinese and 
US par&cipants. One of the non-Chinese discussants posed the ques&on as to whether "China is culturally 
much more comfortable with the no&on that order/stability trumps liberty, such as the world is witnessing in 
Xinjiang province." While recognizing that the topic is a very sensi&ve issue, Chinese par&cipants emphasized 
that it is not "really a ques&on of AI, but rather one of policy." One academic suggested that if the United 
States is unhappy with Chinese policy in Xinjiang, then it should be declared a sensi&ve issue by both sides, but 
it "should not impede coopera&on on emerging technologies." Not being sa&sfied with such an answer, the US 
side pressed the issue, saying that the Chinese treatment of Uyghurs is of great importance for Western 
policymakers as well as for public percep&ons. Without being surprised by the US par&cipants’ reac&on, 
Chinese academics contended that "reeduca&on camps", as portrayed in the Western media, were more 
"schools" than camps or prisons. One of the experts who had firsthand knowledge of the internment facili&es 
asserted that the real problem for the government in Beijing is the increasing poli&cal separa&sm on site. 
"There are many minori&es in Xinjiang province — Uyghurs are only one group. The region has a very complex 
history, but the main concern is about the people’s desire for independence, rather than terrorism, religion, or 
ethnicity. The West might focus on the ethnic or religious aspects, but from a Chinese perspec&ve it’s a 
broader societal and state ques&on.“ In conclusion, par&cipants emphasized that AI applica&on is different in 
China because of Beijing’s policies. That however does not mean that AI itself is different. Smart AI might even 
become more transparent, showing how it reaches conclusions despite its current "black box nature." 
Geopoli&cally, the different ways that AI are likely to be implemented in China and the US pose great dangers 
— making interna&onal collabora&on ever more relevant as it is key for lowering risks. Chinese par&cipants 
explained that "if the world wants China to change, coopera&on is much more effec&ve than confronta&on." 
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THE ATLANTIC COUNCIL GEOTECH CENTER
Produces events, pioneers efforts, and promotes educa&onal ac&vi&es on the Future of Work, Data, Trust, 
Space, and Health to inform leaders across sectors. We do this by: 

• Iden&fying public and private sector choices affec&ng the use of new technologies and data that 
explicitly benefit people, prosperity, and peace.  

• Recommending posi&ve paths forward to help markets and socie&es adapt in light of technology- and 
data-induced changes.  

• Determining priori&es for future investment and coopera&on between public and private sector 
en&&es seeking to develop new technologies and data ini&a&ves specifically for global benefit. 

CHAMPIONING POSITIVE PATHS FORWARD THAT NATIONS, ECONOMIES, AND SOCIETIES CAN PURSUE  
TO ENSURE NEW TECHNOLOGIES AND DATA EMPOWER PEOPLE, PROSPERITY, AND PEACE
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